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MICROSCOPIC CALCULATION OF THE NUCLEONICLEVELS AND MEAN SQUARE RADII OF ATOMICNUCLEI WITH THE NEW WOODS�SAXONPOTENTIAL PARAMETERSZ. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-PomorskaInstitute of Physis, Maria Curie-Skªodowska UniversityRadziszewskiego 10, 20-031 Lublin, Polandand Jerzy DudekUniversité Louis Pasteur and Institut des Reherhes Subatomiques67037 Strasbourg Cedex 2, Frane(Reeived May 10, 2001; revised version reeived June 24, 2001)Single-partile Woods�Saxon Hamiltonian with the new set of parame-ters adjusted to the experimental single-partile nuleoni levels in spherialnulei is used to evaluate the mean-square harge radii of even�even, odd�even and even�odd (spherial or deformed) nulei. The results are om-pared with the experimental data and with the theoretial values obtainedusing the single-partile Nilsson potential in the realization of T. Seo. Theodd�even staggering of nulear harge radii is presented and shown to besatisfatorily reprodued by the alulations with the new parametrization.PACS numbers: 21.10.�k, 21.60.�n1. IntrodutionThe use of laser and mass spetrosopy tehniques in measurements ofthe isotopi shifts in the nulear Mean-Square Charge Radii (MSCR) has re-sulted in new information onerning this fundamental nulear property [1-7℄.The systemati analysis of the MSCR dependene on the Z and N num-bers and, in partiular, of the odd�even staggering e�ets together withthat of the nulear quadrupole moments an be used to test the quality ofthe underlying theoretial bakground. A omparison of the orrespondingexperimental and theoretial results gives a preise information about thespherial and deformed shell losures, the in�uene of pairing, and importantdetails related to the shape evolution with the nuleon numbers.(2981)



2982 Z. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, J. DudekOver the years a number of theoretial papers has been devoted to thealulations of the MSCR of even�even as well as odd�A nulei and thereexist several theoretial methods used in the alulations. Examples are pro-vided by the selfonsistent Hartree�Fok or Hartree�Fok�Bogoliubov [8, 9℄or the Relativisti Mean Field (RMF) alulations [10, 11℄. These methods,although suessful, are relatively omputer-time onsuming.The methods based on phenomenologial mean single-partile potentialsand mirosopi�marosopi approah [12�15℄ have also been applied in thepast; they may serve as a quik and e�ient tool to analyze the disussedproperties in many nulear regions.The aim of the present investigation is to analyze simultaneously theproperties of the single-partile nuleoni levels together with those of themean-square radii of both the even�even and the odd�A nulei by usingthe Woods�Saxon (W�S) potential (for the method of solution of the or-responding Shrödinger equation f. Ref. [16℄). An axially-symmetri W�Spotential with the universal set of parameters [16℄ has been already appliedto alulate the MSCR of the even�even nulei [15℄.In the latter referene it has been shown that it was impossible to repro-due satisfatorily the experimental systematis of the MSCR using the uni-versal parametrization of the W�S mean �eld. Consequently, it is of interestto �nd an improved set of parameters whih desribe simultaneously the shellstruture and related mirosopi features suh as the nulear MSCR [17℄.Indeed, it will be demonstrated in Set. 3, that a parametrization of themean-�eld in question exists o�ering at the same time an improved desrip-tion of the single-partile levels and a orret desription of the MSCR andof their staggering.The odd�even staggering of nulear harge radii is a mehanism thatmanifests itself through an alternative inreasing and dereasing of the MSCRfor a �xed Z, when N inreases by one unit (f. e.g. [18℄). The amplitudeof suh a variation and possible hanges in phase are remarkable manifes-tations of the oupation of various nuleoni orbitals with inreasing N .Within the mean-�eld approahes the odd�even staggering is explained fre-quently as a partiular manifestation of pairing [19, 20℄ while, when goingbeyond the mean �eld onepts, some authors evoke a three- and four-bodyorrelation mehanisms [21,22℄, or other methods [23℄. In the present paperwe are going to show that it is possible to reprodue the main features ofthe odd�even staggering of nulear harge radii within the framework of aWoods�Saxon mean-�eld plus the standard BCS [24℄ approah.



Mirosopi Calulation of the Nuleoni Levels and : : : 29832. The methodThe deformed Woods�Saxon potential has been broadly disussed in theliterature (f. e.g. Ref. [16℄ and referenes therein) and we restrit ourselvesto realling only the basi de�nitions. The potential onsists of the entralpart Vent, the spin�orbit part Vso and, for the protons, the Coulomb partVCoul: VWS(~r; ~p; ~s;�) = Vent(~r;�) + Vso(~r; ~p; ~s;�) + VCoul(~r;�) (1)with1 Vso(~r; ~p; ~s;�) = ��(rVent ^ ~p) � ~s : (2)The entral potential is de�ned by:Vent(~r;�) = V0[1� �(N�ZN+Z )℄f1 + exp[dist�(~r;�)=a℄g ; (3)where a haraterizes the di�useness of the nulear surfae. The funtiondist�(~r; �), desribing the distane between a given point ~r and the nulearsurfae is determined numerially [16℄. In the above formulae � stands for theensemble of parameters f��;� = 2; 4; :::g haraterizing the nulear shape:R(�;�) = (�)R0 "1 +X� ��Y�0(os(�)# ; (4)where R0 = r0A1=3. Funtion (�) insures the nulear volume onservationwhen surfae � is being deformed.The harge mean square radii are alulated using the expressionhr2ieven =X�>0 2h�jr2j�iv2� + 0:64 fm2 (5)for even Z systems, and ashr2iodd = X� 6=�1�>0 2h�jr2j�iv2� + h�1jr2j�1i + 0:64 fm2 (6)for the odd ones. Proton single-partile wave-funtions orresponding topaired levels are denoted by j �i while j �1i denotes a wave-funtion of anunpaired partile. Term 0.64 fm2 originates from the �nite-size distributionof the proton harge [25℄. The single-partile oupation fators v� arealulated within the standard BCS formalism with the bloking proedureapplied for odd�A systems.1 Stritly speaking, the mathematial form of the funtion ated upon with the gradientin Eq. (2) is idential with that of the entral potential, but the numerial values of thegeometrial parameters used are di�erent from those of the entral part as indiatedbelow.



2984 Z. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, J. Dudek3. Adjustment of parametersGenerally, to de�ne the W�S Hamiltonian 12 onstants (6 for protonsand 6 for neutrons) must be determined. One an divide these parametersinto two groups. The �rst one is omposed of parameters that desribe theentral part of the W�S potential:V0 � the depth parameter of the entral potential,r0 � the orresponding radius parameter, anda0 � the di�useness parameter.The seond one is omposed of parameters that desribe the spin�orbit term:� � the strength parameter of the spin�orbit potential,rso � the orresponding radius parameter, andaso � the di�useness parameter.The parameters of the �rst group above in�uene �rst of all the single-nuleon binding energies and the global nulear features suh as the meansquare radii, and, at a �xed deformation, the quadrupole moments. Theparameters of the seond group in�uene �rst of all the order and the relativedistanes among the single partile levels.Several sets of the W�S parameters have been proposed in the literature(see e.g. Ref. [16℄ and referenes therein). All the parameters were �tted tothe ontemporarily existing experimental single-partile levels of (mostly)spherial nulei [26℄.The `universal' set of parameters has been obtained by adopting theparametrization of the entral potential from Rost, Ref. [27℄, and adjust-ing the spin�orbit potential parameters from the order of the experimen-tally known band-head properties of the deformed nulei. No attentionhas been paid at that time to the reprodution of the MSCR and it wasdemonstrated later on in Ref. [28℄ that the proton radius of the `universal'parametrization should be redued by � 2% in order to reprodue system-atially the alulated B(E2) values (f. Ref. [29℄). This de�ieny of the`universal' parametrization results in too high values of the MSCR as illus-trated in Fig. 1, where the mean square harge radii of rare-earth isotopesobtained with the `universal' parameters of the W�S Hamiltonian are om-pared with those of the Nilsson Hamiltonian [30℄ as well as with the experi-mental data [1℄. One ould have thought at �rst that a simple modi�ationof the proton radius parameter would have been su�ient to remedy this de-�ieny. However alulations show that the quality of the desription of the



Mirosopi Calulation of the Nuleoni Levels and : : : 2985single-partile energies deteriorates when trying suh a simple manipulationand a physially orret solution of the problem is to re�t all the parameters.This is partiularly worth doing given a muh riher experimental data basisas ompared to that of the original early studies dating 30 to 40 years bak.

Fig. 1. Experimental MSCR, in fm2, (from Ref. [1℄, rosses) of Sm�Yb nuleitaken as an example as funtions of the neutron number, ompared to alulationresults obtained with the W�S potential with `universal' parametrization (emptydiamonds) and orresponding results obtained by using the Nilsson Hamiltonianof Seo Ref. [29℄, open irles. The left-hand side sale orresponds to Samariumelements. For larity the results of the remaining nulei are shifted upwards by2, 4, ... fm2.In the present work we have re�tted the parameters of the Woods�SaxonHamiltonian by adjusting them to the experimental results on the single-partile energy levels of doubly-magi nulei, mean square radii hr2i (forneutrons and protons), and neutron, Sn, and proton, Sp, separation ener-gies. The most important riterion for a hoie of the best parameters ofthe W�S potential is of ourse the agreement between the theoretial andexperimental single-partile energy levels. We have restrited our analysisof the single-partile levels to those known from the doubly magi nulei40Ca, 48Ca, 56Ni, 90Zr, 132Sn, 208Pb. Next, however, we have veri�ed thatthe deformation dependene of the single-partile energy levels is well gen-



2986 Z. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, J. Dudekerated by the W�S potential and onsequently a good agreement also forthe positions of the band-heads of the deformed odd�A nulei, by using thesame Hamiltonian, has been obtained.The oupling of the single-partile orbitals to the olletive-vibrations hasbeen negleted here. Estimates based, among others, on the RPA treatmentindiate (f. Refs. [31℄ and [32℄) that possible shifts due to the vibration-oupling are typially of the order of 200 keV (being sometimes positive andsometimes negative) and seldom exeed 300 keV � thus having only a ratherinsigni�ant in�uene on our adjustment proedure.As mentioned above, the seond group of important observables to takeinto aount are the proton and neutron mean square radii. In the literaturethere exists a rih olletion of the experimental values of proton square radiihr2pi [1,2,5℄. In this work we have used them to optimize the entral part ofthe proton W�S potential. The experimental neutron radii, hr2ni, an be de-dued from the analysis of the high-energy polarized proton sattering [34℄and from the �� sattering [33℄. The values of neutron radii are usuallygiven with large error. However, they provide a preious tool for de�nitionof the orret size of the entral part of the neutron W-S potential. The neu-tron, Sn, and proton, Sp, separation energies serve as an auxiliary riterionpermitting to obtain the orret depths of the potentials.As a measure of the �t error the root-mean-square deviation � has beenhosen, de�ned as usual by:� = " 1n� 1 nXi=1 �f (i)exp � f (i)th �2 #1=2: (7)Here f (i)th are the alulated, and f (i)exp, the orresponding measured quanti-ties. The number of the experimental data points is n. The experimentalsingle-partile energies form a part of ensemble ff (i)expg together with theseparation energies and MSCR, leading to three types of deviations, �e, �sand �r, respetively. It turns out that a more onvenient expression to beminimized is: � = we � �e + wS � �S + wr � �r; (8)where three weight fators we, ws, and wr are the theoretial weights or-responding to the various observables (wi � 1=�i) where � is the �theoret-ial average� error for i-observable. We used the following weight fators:we = 1:0 [1/MeV℄, ws = 1:6 [1/MeV℄ and wr = 10:0 [1/ fm℄. We aept the�t of the W�S potential parameters if they reprodue the experimental hr2iwithin the experimental auray (or at least to be a very lose). Suh aondition is equivalent to imposing a very high weight fator wr in front of�r; usually wr � 5 to 10 is a su�ient hoie.



Mirosopi Calulation of the Nuleoni Levels and : : : 2987For the single partile energies the alulations have been performed forthe above mentioned six double-magi nulei. This determines, on the whole,31 known (2j + 1)-degenerate levels for protons and 48 (2j + 1)-degeneratelevels for neutrons.The best set of the W�S parameters has been found by minimizingthe standard deviations introdued above in the spae of six parameters(V0, r0, a0, �, rso and aso) for protons and neutrons eah. We have used asthe starting values the ones orresponding to the `universal' set of parametersallowing for the variations in the following ranges: V0 2 (46�55) MeV, r0 2(1:10�1:40) fm, a0 2 (0:50�0:80) fm, � 2 (10�80), rso 2 (1:10�1:40) fmand aso 2 (0:50 � 0:80) fm.The resulting best �t parameters obtained here and the `universal' ones,used as a referene, are ompared in Table I. While the potential depthparameters do not di�er very muh, the isospin dependene of the entralpotential well is found nearly 20% weaker in the new parametrization � theresult based on a muh larger experimental information as ompared to thatknown when the `universal' set was established. The oupling onstantsof the spin�orbit potentials are found now markedly lower, ompared tothe orresponding parameters of the `universal' set. Also the orrespondingvalues of the spin�orbit radius parameters are signi�antly lower. In order tounderstand better this aspet of the new �t we have analyzed in more detailthe behavior of �e of Eqs. (7),(8). For this purpose we have tabulated �e infuntion of rso and �, all other parameters �xed as in Table I, for neutronsand protons separately. TABLE IComparison of the W�S potential parameters: the `universal' ones treated as areferene are given in olumn 3, and the `best �t' of the present work, given inolumn 4. Parameter values for rso and � orrespond to the minima of funtions �ein Figs. 2 and 3. For apparent di�erenes in the �-values for protons and neutronssee text. Parameter Units Univ. PresentV0 MeV 49.600 51.500� � 0.860 0.650an0 fm 0.700 0.610rn0 fm 1.347 1.263�n � 35.000 24.000rnso fm 1.310 1.140ap0 fm 0.700 0.610rp0 fm 1.275 1.258�p � 36.000 18.000rpso fm 1.320 1.140



2988 Z. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, J. DudekThe results are illustrated in �gures 2 and 3, respetively. As it is seenfrom the �gures, in the disussed parameter range the optimal spin�orbitradius parameters vary nearly linearly with the spin�orbit strengths, theorresponding behavior of �e having a form of a valley.

Fig. 2. The root-mean-square deviation �ep for protons as the funtion of thespin�orbit strength �p and spin�orbit radius rpso parameters of the Woods�Saxonpotential. This result has been obtained in two steps. Firstly, it has been hekedthat the results for �e for the nulei studied have similar behavior as funtions ofrpso and �p and that minima for all the nulei lie lose one to another in the (rso; �)plane. Seondly, �e orresponding to all the nulei has been obtained by summingup the ontributions �e from the individual nulei.

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 for neutrons.



Mirosopi Calulation of the Nuleoni Levels and : : : 2989It an be expeted, from an approximate isospin invariane of nulearfores, that the proton and neutron strength parameters of the spin�orbitinterations have very lose values. As it is seen in Table I, these values takenfrom Figs. 2 and 3 as the minima of �e funtions are �p=18 and �n=24, forprotons and neutrons, respetively. This relatively big di�erene of about25% may be viewed as only apparent. Indeed, beause of a �at dependeneof �e on rso and � along the valleys an alternative hoie of �n � �p andrnso � rpso is possible. In the viinity of the loal minima found and withoutloosing muh in terms of quality of the �t (the latter measured in terms of�e) we an use the following two linear approximations for the rso vs. �relations: Protons : rpso = �p�p + �p; �p = �0:0345; �p = 1:769 (9)and Neutrons : rnso = �n�n + �n; �n = �0:0140; �n = 1:487: (10)The root-mean-square errors �hrhi obtained for all nulei with the exper-imental values taken from Ref. [2℄, and those for the neutrons, �hrni, exper-iment from Ref. [34℄, together with the binding energy deviations, �Sp and�Sn (experiment from [35℄) are presented in Table II. Comparison shows thatthe new parametrization o�ers an important improvement over the `univer-sal' set for all the four quantities analyzed, while the energy level deviations�en and �ep remain omparable for the two sets of parameters. TABLE IIComparison of the �t quality in terms of the standard deviations. In the table wetake into aount 142 nulei when alulating �hrhi [5℄, 14 nulei for �hrni [33, 34℄and orrespondingly 332 and 341 nulei for �Sn and �Sp [37℄. Values �en and �epare given for above mentioned six double-magi nulei.�hrhi �hrni �Sn �Sp �en �epfm fm MeV MeV MeV MeVNew 0.026 0.091 0.411 0.385 0.90 0.54Univ. 0.082 0.247 0.530 0.740 0.88 0.76The proton and neutron single-partile levels for the doubly-magi nuleistudied are illustrated in �gures 4�9. One an see that the `best �t' parame-ters give slightly, but systematially better agreement with the experiment.
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Fig. 4. Single-partile energy levels for 40Ca nuleus: left � neutrons, right �protons.

Fig. 5. Single-partile energy levels for 48Ca nuleus: left � neutrons, right �protons.The new set of parameters introdued in this work reprodues parti-ularly well the single-partile proton levels. For all double-magi nuleithe order of levels is orret. Also �Sp-deviation is omparatively small(�ep=0.54) see Table II. The results are slightly worse for the neutrons. Here�en-deviation is not better than for universal parametrization (�en=0.90) butalso in this ase the order of the single-partile energy levels is good.The quality of omparison between the single-partile energy spetrawith the `universal' parametrization and experiment an be onsidered verygood � even though slight improvements were possible. It should, how-ever, be emphasized that the non-linear problem studied here allows forthe existene of rather numerous loal minima of the �-test in the spae of
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Fig. 6. Single-partile energy levels for 56Ni nuleus: left � neutrons, right �protons.

Fig. 7. Single-partile energy levels for 90Zr nuleus: left � neutrons, right �protons.the six variables studied. By imposing the ondition that the experimentalmean-square radii be reprodued we must eliminate some of the mentionedminima as `unphysial' � yet there are usually a few loal minima left thatreprodue the single-partile energy spetra quite well.Our �tting proedure suggests that it will be most likely impossible toimprove the quality of desription of the experimental results without mod-i�ation of the formalism e.g. by introduing the potentials more omplexthan the Woods�Saxon and for taking into aount the oupling with theolletive degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 8. Single-partile energy levels for 132Sn nuleus: left � neutrons, right �protons.

Fig. 9. Single-partile energy levels for 208Pb nuleus: left � neutrons, right �protons. 4. Charge mean square radiiThe harge mean square radii have been alulated at the equilibriumdeformations taken from Ref. [36℄. The pairing interation has been inludedby the BCS approximation using the experimental energy gaps [35℄, obtainedfrom three-point mass formula. For the odd�A nulei, the odd partile hasbeen plaed in the state nearest to the Fermi level for whih the angularmomentum projetion 
 and parity � are the same as the experimentalones. When the experimental data were not known, we have plaed theodd�partile in the state nearest to- but higher than- the Fermi level.



Mirosopi Calulation of the Nuleoni Levels and : : : 2993The alulations were performed for nulei with 37 < Z < 54 andZ < N < 78, for the rare earth nulei with 55 < Z < 79 and 74 < N < 120and for the atinides with 80 < Z < 94 and 101 < N < 150. In the presentwork we show only the results for the experimentally known nulei and theirlose neighbors i.e. the nulei for whih we may hope to know the experi-mental results in near future. The quality of the �t an be judged througha systemati omparison of the dependene of the neighboring isotopes on aneutron number N .In Figs. 10�14 the MSCR of the investigated elements are presented fora �xed Z� and variable N�numbers. Theoretial values, obtained withthe help of the WS+BCS approah are represented by open irles, whilethe experimental data of Ref. [1℄ by rosses. The urves are labeled by thehemial symbols of the elements. The left-hand side sale orresponds tothe lightest element. All other urves are shifted upwards by 2, 4, ... fm2for larity of the illustration.

Fig. 10. Charge mean square radii of Kr�Pd nulei, in fm2, as funtions of the neu-tron number. Crosses denote the experimental data from Ref. [1℄, the open irlesthe theoretial results obtained with the Woods�Saxon single partile potential, pa-rameters of this work. The left-hand side sale orresponds to the krypton nulei.For larity the results of the remaining nulei are shifted upwards by 2, 4, . . . fm2.
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Fig. 11. The same as in Fig. 10 but for Cd�Ce nulei.In Fig. 10 the MSCR of even elements Kr�Pd are shown. One an see amarked inrease in the radii for N � 50-60 in several elements, also learlypresent in the experimental data. An abrupt hange in the radii in theviinity of N = 42 is not on�rmed by the data on krypton, although ahange in struture at N=40 is on�rmed together with the orrespondingslope. The preditions of sharp irregularities at N � 40 and N � 72 anbe related to the shape oexistene (in partiular: prolate vs. oblate shapeoexistene for the �rst of the two) whose preise desription is sometimesless ertain. They are related to the unertainties in the alulations ofthe equilibrium deformations whih are known to be a bit more di�ult for`transitional' nulei whose Z and/or N numbers are lose to those of thestrong magi shell losures.The kink of MSCR values when rossing the N = 50magi number wouldprobably be better reprodued through the inlusion of the quadrupole pair-ing fores [38℄.
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Fig. 12. The same as in Fig. 10 but for Nd�Yb nulei.The agreement of MSCR with experimental data improves for the strong-er-deformed Cd�Ce nulei. A series of results for even�even elements of thisgroup is presented in Fig. 11. Only a small irregularity in MSCR for N = 72is obtained in the alulations, so far not seen in experiment.The next MSCR, for Nd�Yb elements shown in Fig. 12, agree also wellwith the experimental data. The harateristi dependene of the MSCRon the neutron number in Nd, Sm and Dy nulei when rossing the N = 82magi number is well reprodued.Similar relations are also true in the ase of the MSCR of odd-Z elements,Pr�Lu, shown in Fig. 13. Sine the harateristi behavior of results forEu isotopes around N=82 is well veri�ed by experiment one may expetthat similarly the preditions for 59Pr, 61Pm and 65Tb will be on�rmed.Although the theoretial results for Lu are slightly smaller and for Tm largerthan the experimental ones, they have the orret N dependene.
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Fig. 13. The same as in Fig. 10 but for Pr�Lu nulei.The results for the heaviest Au�Ra nulei are presented in Fig. 14. TheirMSCR show already some irregularities in experimental data. A strong stag-gering in the lightest Hg isotopes is not reprodued, though predited for thelight Fr and Ra nulei. The 193Pb, 224Rn and 225Rn MSCR values of Ref. [1℄seem o� the trend manifested by all the other nulei in the neighborhood andare not reprodued by our alulation. The preditions for some of the Raand Th elements have to be taken with some aution, beause the otupoledeformation an be present there and in�uene the MSCR values. The o-tupole degrees of freedom were not taken into aount when alulating theequilibrium deformations in this work.The general tendenies in the dependene of the MSCR values on theneutron number are well reprodued by our WS+BCS approah. In someases a more detailed disussion of the struture e�ets is needed in orderto explain subtle disrepanies whih still exist. Figures 10�14 demonstratein partiular that the slopes of the illustrated urves in terms of N are or-ret. A good agreement of MSCR in most ases on�rms a very satisfatoryquality of the new Woods�Saxon potential parameters.
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Fig. 14. The same as in Fig. 10 but for Au�Ra nulei.5. Odd�even staggering e�et in MSCRA detailed analysis of the MSCR experimental data shows regular devi-ations between the odd- and the even-isotopes for several elements. Usually,when going from an odd to an even system, the radius grows slower thanwhen going from an even to an odd one. In order to desribe those di�erenesquantitatively a di�erential isotopi MSCR shift an be introdued:Æhr2iA;A�1 = hr2iA � hr2iA�1: (11)Within the mean �eld theories the disussed e�ets an be attributed tothe role of the pairing orrelations that apture the next nuleon onto theso far unpaired level thus ontributing to a derease in the deformation ofthe harge density distributions for even partile number. As one an see informulas (6) a radius of odd Z system depends not only on the equilibriumdeformation of a whole Z;N nuleus, whih in�uenes the single partilelevel sheme and the BCS equations solution, but also on the state j�1ioupied by the odd proton.



2998 Z. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, J. DudekIt should be possible � lose to the Fermi surfae, to minimize the totalpotential energy and orrespond to the experimentally known spin of thenuleus (Z;N). These three onditions are sometimes di�ult to ahievebeause very often the most probable quasipartile ��1 should be reated inthe �1 state lying under the Fermi surfae in order to reprodue the properspin of this nuleus. The order of single partile levels lose around theFermi surfae is very important for the proper reprodution of odd�evenstaggering of nulear radii, but its impossible to take this subtle e�et intoaount during the W�S parameters �t not loosing the larger e�ets in thewhole single partiles levels shemes, binding energies and even�even nuleiradii.It is generally di�ult to obtain a quantitative agreement between thevery tiny (only 0.03%) odd�even experimental staggering in MSCR anda simple marosopi�mirosopi desription beause the parameters ofthe single partile potential, those of the marosopi term and the pair-ing strengths in�uene the whole potential energy surfae. A realisti,deformation-dependent single partile level sheme is ruial for the desrip-tion of the odd-partile states. It turns out that our new parametrizationof the mean �eld gives very satisfatory results in this respet. Althoughthere are some remaining disrepanies they are smaller in the ase of thenew Woods�Saxon as ompared to the Nilsson model of Seo [30℄ as it isillustrated below.As an illustration of our alulations, the di�erential isotopi MSCRshifts Æhr2iA;A�1 are shown for the Cd (even Z) and for the Ho (odd Z)nulei in Fig. 15. The MSCR di�erential isotopi shifts obtained with theWoods�Saxon single partile potential are marked by open irles and withSeo�Nilsson [30℄ by open squares.For Cd isotopes shown in the �gure the agreement of both models withexperimental data is satisfatory for N � 60 and slightly worse for N � 50and N � 70 nulei. The W�S potential gives smaller odd�even staggering asompared to the Seo�Nilsson model in most of the ases in better agreementwith experiment. In the disussed nulei the average staggering e�et has aproper sign, but it is exaggerated in some ases.In Fig. 16 the odd-Z Ho nulei are shown. The theoretial values of thestaggering are too large in omparison with the experimental data, but thequalitative behavior is reprodued. For odd�odd nulei the oupling of thetwo odd nuleons exists. Investigations of suh a oupling are in progressnow.The best agreement is ahieved for Pb isotopes (Fig. 17) where the exper-imental odd�even staggering is reprodued. For the magi number Z = 82the parameters of all the theoretial models are well established so, on theone hand, the results �tted to the experimental data ould be expeted toagree well. On the other hand it is also likely that in the presene of thestrongest shell losures the oupling to the olletive degrees of freedom(negleted here) is the weakest.
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Fig. 15. The di�erential shifts Æhr2iA;A�1 of the harge mean square radii, in fm2,for Cd isotopes as funtions of the neutron number. The dots denote the exper-imental data from Ref. [2℄, open irles the theoretial results obtained with theWoods�Saxon single partile potential with parameters of this work, the squareswith the Seo�Nilsson one [30℄.

Fig. 16. The same as in Fig. 15 but for Ho isotopes.
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Fig. 17. The same as in Fig. 15 but for Pb isotopes.6. Summary and onlusionsIn this artile we have studied the properties of the nulear deformedmean �eld parametrized in terms of the Woods�Saxon potential. By us-ing the experimental data on the single-partile levels in the doubly-magispherial nulei, on the r.m.s radii in the nulei for whih they are knownand on the separation energies in the deformed nulei we have found a newset of the Woods�Saxon potential parameters that o�ers a better desriptionin terms of these observables.We have applied the marosopi�mirosopi method with the obtainedhere Woods�Saxon single-partile potential parameters in order to alulatethe MSCR and the odd�even staggering e�ets in ouple of hundreds nuleithroughout the periodi table. The orresponding results have been ounter-heked by using the Seo�Nilsson deformed harmoni osillator potentialknown to perform well in the alulations of this type.The odd�even harge staggering e�et has been satisfatorily reproduedin many nulei studies, although in details disagreements remain. It is worthemphasizing that the neutron dependene in the experimental mean-square-harge-radii has been generally very well reprodued.The authors would like to thank Prof. K. Pomorski for valuable disus-sions and omments. Some of us, B.N.-P. and Z. �. would like to expresstheir gratitude to the Institut de Reherhes Subatomiques and the UFR deSienes Physiques of the University Louis Pasteur of Strasbourg for hospi-tality. This researh was partially supported by the Frenh�Polish ooper-ation program POLONIUM and the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN) grant No. 2P03B11519.
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